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Summary Hazards Report on Enriched Fuel Element 
Loading for the BNL Research Reactor 

I. Introduction 

The Reactor Department of the Brookhaven National Laboratory has pro-

posed^^ that the thennal neutron flux of the Brookhaven research pile be 

increased 1::y replacing the present natural uranium fuel elements liy new 

elements highly-enriched in 1)235. Theoretical analysis has shown that, as 

a result of the removal of the u23o, the thermal neutron flux can be in

creased by a factor of four or five over the present flux; in addition, 

heat can be removed more efficiently from the new fuel element, and the in

creased thermal neutron flux can be obtained without increasing the cost 

it 
of operating the pile . Finally, the present helium leak detection system 

and its instrumentation can be eliminated. 

The usefulness of the pile as a research tool would be greatly enhanced 

by the proposed change and the staff of the Laboratory considers the change 

to be highly desirable. At the present time, at least one-third of the en

tire Laboratory research program depends upon the use of the reactor facili

ties. In addition, a nuniber of outside orgaalzations ore dependent on the 

BNL reactor in their research. Examples are the î estinghouse and General 

Electric Corporations - under contract to the U. S. Navy. In all, about a 

dozen Industrial and academic research organizations are doing research at 

the reactor site. Also, some I5O shipments of irradiated objects are made 

to off-site institutions, each month. 

Both the quality and the quantity of the research data produced depend, 

*The report of reference (1) was in error with respect to power costs. It 
is now estimated that the savings at the presently proposed flux (3 x 10^^) 
will be far less than ̂ 400,000 there estimated. 
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in a large measure> on the neutron flux available* The newer research re

actors, such as MTR, the Argonne CP-5, and the Los Alamos and ORR types, 

all have flvoces in the range of 3 to 4 x 10^^ and upwards as compared to 

the present BNL flux of 5 x 10'''2. In the performance of most experiments, 

the time devoted to data taking is inversely proportional to the flux. 

For some experiments, there is an inverse square dependence upon the flux; 

e.g., (l) the determination of the cross sections of a radioactive nuclide 

where the flux is involved in both the production of the nuclide and the 

measurements, and (2) the production of radioactive nuclides involving sec

ond order effects such as successive neutron captures. No less Important 

is the fact that some experiments which are impossible or marginal at low 

fluxes become possible of accomplishment at the higher fluxes. Thus, the 

relatively low flux of the Brookhaven reactor servos to handicap the re

search program here in comparison to programs at other sites. There is an 

impressive array of expensive research equipment at the Brookhaven reactor 

which would be advanced to a much more favorable position by an increase of 

the available flux. 

The proposed conversion involves significant changes in the nuclear 

properties of the pile as well as a new use of the sandwich-type fuel ele

ment. It has, therefore, been necessary to study the possible hazards in

volved in the operation of the pile under the new conditions. This report 

is a summary of the studies, both theoretical and experimental, which have 

been made so far of the nuclear properties of the "new" pile, of the stabili

ty of the new fuel elements, and of the safety and practicability of opera

tion of the "now" pile. Preliminary results of these studies were reported 

to a subcommittee (Osborne, Stratton, Brooks, with Russell) of the Advisory 
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Committee on Reactor Safeguards at a recent meeting. 

The results obtained from these studies are sufficiently encouraging, 

as will be shown in the body of the report, so that a more extensive test 

of the new loading is now being planned. This test, if successful, could 

also serve as the first step in the conversion from the old fuel elements 

to the new ones. The old fuel elements from thirty-six central channels of 

the pile are to be replaced. About 300 new fuel elements will bo used in 

this tost and it will bo possible to study the changes in the nuclear par

ameters of the pile, the metallurgical properties of the new elements, and 

the effect of the elements on the operation of the pile with enough elements 

to yield results with adequate statistics. Thirty-six channels should give 

these results without causing too groat a perturbation in the operation of 

the pile, that is, without introducing £iny hazard problems. The conversion 

of 36 channels, however, represents a significant change from the present 

routine operation of the reactor and it is thought that the Advisory Com

mittee on Reactor Safeguards should be consulted. This report will also 

serve, therefore, to present to the Committee the information it needs for 

its consideration of the 36-channel test, 

II. Brief Description of the Brookhaven Pile and the Changes Proposed 

A. Brief Description of the BliL Pile 

The Brookhaven research pile has been described in detail, with em

phasis on those aspects having to do with the control and safety of the 

pile, in the original report to the Advisory Coii.iittee on Jieactor Seife-

(2 3) 

guards^ '-^^, In the following, we shall refer to that report by its num

ber, BNL-18. For convenience, some of the details will be repeated here. 

The pile consists of a 25-foot cube of graphite penetrated by a square ar-
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ray of 1369 channels (37 on a side) capable of containing fuel elements. 

The chaiuiels havo a cirovilar cross-section area of 36 cm2 (2.67" inner di

ameter) and ore spaced on 8-inch centers. The graphite cube is built in 

two equal parts separated by a central air gap, originally 8 cm wide. The 

gap permits the cooling air to enter each channel at its center so that hot 

air emerges from each end. This design permits cold air to strike the re

gion generating the greatest heat flux, aad to cool the graphite at the cen

ter of the structure. 

The fuel olomont assemblies contain natural uranium slugs 1.1 inches 

in diameter and 4«0 inches long. Thirty^three of those are contained in a 

finned aluminum cartridge 11 feet long. One such cartridge lies In the air 

channel on either side of the gap, and each loaded fuel channel contains 

two 11-foot long oleuents so placed that they do not interfere with the pas

sage of air through the gap. To improvo the heat transfer efficiency, each 

aluminum cartridge has 6 longitudinal fins. 

The pile has enough excess reactivity to permit sustained operation at 

12 5 

a maximum flux of about 5 x 10 ** neutrons per cm* per sec. The maximum fin 

tomporaturo Is in the neighborhood of 380°C and tho oxlt air temperature Is 

about 170°C. An air flow reto of 1.25 x 10 Ibs/hr is required with a pres

sure drop through the graphite of 55 mm Hg, Under these conditions, the 

reactor has a heat output of 25 >JW. The flux and power level are obtained 

under the conditions cited with about 675 channels loaded with uranium. 

B« Proposed Change of tii£ Fuel Loading 

In order for the pile to continuo to support its present large research 

program, tho enriched fuel must be spread over approximately the same volume 

of the graphite as the old fuel. This can be achieved hy loading each of 
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580 channels with 16 feet of fuel element, 8 foot on each side of the central 

gap. In steady-state, at 40 pcrcont burn-up (see ahead), each loaded channel 

will contain about 96 grams of uranium highly enriched in u235 go that there 

will be about 57 kg of uranium in the pile. In the initial phase of opera

tion, a freshly loaded channel will contain about 120 gm of uranium. 

The fuel element will be loade of plates of the MTR-type, the "moat" of 

which is a dilute alloy, about 8 percent by weight, of uranium and aluminum. 

The plates will be 24-I/8 inches long, about 3-1/8 inches wide and 0.060 inch 

thick; tho "meat" of the plate is 0.020 inch thick and is covered on both 

sides by aluminum 0.020 inch thick. Three of those plates aro formed into 

a single fuel element as shown in Fig. 2. Each plato contains 5.I gm of 

uranium so that each clement, 2 feet long, contains 15*3 &^ of uranium. The 

total loading of uranium will require about I5OOO flat plates from which 5OOO 

fuel elonents would be assembled. 

The now fuel element has about 70 percent more hect transfer area per 

unit length than the old element, ejid it is expected that a flux of about 

2.5 X 10-̂ 3 neutrons per cm^ per see will be obtained at a power level of 20 i4W. 

Tho design hae been based on a fuel temperature not to exceed 350°C. The 

total air flow through the pile will be 1.1 x 10 Ibs/hr. and the pressure 

drop through tho graphite will be 55 um.Hg. The exit air temperature will 

be about 180°C. 

The enriched pile contains considerably less U^^ than the present natur-

al-U pile, yet operates at about the saiae power level. Hence fuel burn-up 

with a consequent loss in reactivity ijiust be considered. Periodically, fresh 

fuel elements will bo loaded into the reactor at the plenum face of the core, 

and spent elements roaovcd from the interior. Tho effects of tiiis iaovement 

of fuel on flux distributions, handling procedures, etc. will bo considered 

below. 
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C. Advantages s£ iii§ Proposed Loading 

The ioain advantage of the new loading has alrot.dy been mentioned, namely 

the enhanced usefulness of tho pile as a research tool because of the 4-5 

fold increase in the thermal neutron flux. There aro several additional ad

vantages which result from the use of the now fuel element and attendant 

changes in some of the operating conditions. Tho use of plates containing 

a dilute uranium-aluminum alloy dad in aluminum makes the possible hazard 

due to oxidation of uranium very small; holes in fuol elements will no longer 

be a serious problem. The helium leak-detection system can therefore either 

be dispensed with or replaced by a much simpler system, thereby casing a per

sistent operating problon. Also, a difficult and hazardous situation in tho 

canal, associated with the storing and shipping of the natural-U fuol will 

be greatly improved. 

Some of the problems associated with the graphite will also bo eased. 

For exai.iplo, the oxidation of graphite in the presence of both radiation and 

high temperature will bo reduced. The rate of oxidation is highly sensitive 

to temperature in the tempurature range at which the pile is operated. The 

maximum graphite temperature will be reduced from its present value of about 

300°C to about 250°C. In spite of the increase in neutron flux, the rate of 

oxidation should bo reduced by a significant amount. In addition, there 

should be a decrease in tho damage to tho graphite caused liy fast neutrons. 

If tho pilo is run at about 20 megawatts instead of 25-28 megawatts, the 

fast noutron flux will bo reduced to about 70 or 80 percent of its present 

value. Since the fast neutrons are responsible for the graphite damage, 

rather than the thermal neutrons, tho domago will be reduced, while the ther

mal noutron flux is increased. It is possible that this desirable effect 
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will bo offset to some oxtont Toy the change in grajAiite temperature distribu

tion in going over to the enriched reactor. The change in distribution con 

be altered favorably by decreasing the amount of fuel burn-up permitted. 

III. Tho Nuclear Physics of the Enriched Reactor 

The ossontiol naturo of the onrichod core with regard to its reproduc

tive properties is summarized ty tho value of k^ - "/fcpf* Since we deal 

with uranium highly enriched in U^^, wo aay take £ • 1.000.. and p •» 1.000.. 

and write k^ = >*)£, For uranium highly enriched in V^^^, >-j •« 2.09. 

In calculating f and, consequently, k̂ ^ , we shall distinguish between 

two cases. The first case involves a test-core composed of some thirty-six 

adjoining central channels in tho natural-U reactor, each filled with 16 feet 

of enriched eloments. A typical coll hore will contain, as was noted in the 

Introduction, unburnt fuol, aluminum cladding and gra|^ito. These give a 

thermal utilization of 0.610 and a k^ • 1.27 for a "cloan" array at operat

ing temperature. Tho k for tho roiooindor of the reactor core - which is 

composed of some 600 rods of natural uroniu;.! in a graphite matrix - is, in the 

same "clean", "hot" condition, k̂ . - 1.07. 

The second case is that of the reactor fully converted to enriched fuol, 

and operating in its steady*stcto condition. Here, duo to burn-up, we find 

k a function of position, ranging from 1.27 to 1.09 for fuel that is 40 

percent burnt. Theso values refer to a hot, clean roactor. Tho small thermal 

utilization suggests that in both cases there will bo considerable absorption 

in graphite, 

A couiparison of neutron economy in the prosont and enriched BNL reactors 

follows: 
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Present Enriched 

For each neutron produced via slow neutron fission 

of u235 the average number of neutrons slow

ing down past the fission threshold of u238 ig ,, 1,03 1.00 

The average number that escape from the roactor 

during the slowing-down process is O.O39 O.O36 

The aver&ge number that ore captured in uranium 

resonances during the slowing-down process is ... 0.12 0.00 

The average number that escape from the reactor 

while diffusing at thermal energlos is O.O3I 0*120 

Tho average nuraber captured by moderating and clad

ding materials while diffusing is 0.096 0.37 

The average number captured by fuel at thermal ener

gies is 0.75 0.47 

and this yields, on the averrge 1.00 1.00 

fission neutrons. 

The average absorption cross-section of the reactor for thermal neutrons is 

considerably loss than in the present reactor, and consequently the lifetime 

of a thermal noutron. Si = 2;JIV(1+L2B2) ig longer. In particular, 2. « 

O.OO4O sec in tho onrichod system and JC « 0,0016 sec in tho present reactor. 

For a given amount of excess reactivity, tho period of tho enriched system 

will be aliaost three times as long as that for the naturol-U roactor. 

To obtain an estimate of tho excess k that will bo roquirod to bring tho 

fully enriched reactor to oriticality we will want to consider the poisoning 

effects of xenon, temperature and experimental facilities. 
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For a maximuai flux of 2r3 x 10^^ there is no problem of xenon override 

after shutdown. Tho loss in reactivity due to equilibrium xenon will be 

about 0.014. The overall temperature coefficient (in vacuum) for the en

riched reactor has been found to be about -1.4 x 10"^ per centigrade degree 

and is due almost entirely to the temperature variation of the large proba

bility for neutron leakage. The effect of nitrogen in the air present in tho 

pile brings the overall coefficient to about -9 x 10"5 per centigrade degree. 

The reactivity change involved is about O.OI4. Experiments, which were ori

ginally rated at 0.0075 in the analysis of the present BNL reactor will be 

more significant in the new reactor because the neutron lifetime is greater. 

The principal experimental facilities presently at the reactor require an ad

ditional reactivity of 360 inhour or O.OO94 in k. In the completely enriched 

reactor they will require some 0.023 in k. In all, the enriched reactor will 

possess about 5.I percent of excess k when it is in tho clean, cold state. 

As wo shall see, our control rod system is designed to htindle more than twice 

that amount of reactivity. 

Wo plan to operate tho roactor so that at steady state the excess reac

tivity in the core is kept to a minimum, i.e., is less than one-half of one 

percent. This will be accomplished, for example, by adjusting the active 

loading during the periodic shutdowns so as to compensate for changing ex

perimental loads. 

Since tho BNL roactor is a resonrch facility, it is desirable to reduce 

constraints and regulations ovor oxporiuents to a ininiiuum consistent with 

standards of safety in reactor operation. In operating tho enriched roactor, 

we shall carefully regulate the movement of experimental apparatus during 

shutdowns and take special care in the evaluation of the reactivity change 
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produced by the insertion of a now device into tho reactor, since poisons aro 

worth so much moro in tho now system. Tho increase in importance of poisons 

is tho result of tho increased noutron lifetime and migration area in the 

reactor. Neutrons have a greater opportunity to "see" a given absorber during 

their life-cycle. 

The system which we propose during the transition from the "old" to the 

"now" roactor contains two types of reactive materials, a core of enriched 

uranium and a concentric region of natural uroniumi, separated by a graphite 

"buffer zone." It would be a complex task indeed to calculate in advance 

tho behavior of such a roactor in every contingency. Instead, we have made 

& study of the Brookhaven reactor as completely converted to enriched fuel, 

which in conjunction with available Information about tho present, natural-U 

roactor should enable one to infor much about the character of tho mixed sys

tem. It is as though wo wore to determine upper and lower bounds for a quanti

ty whose actual dotermination was very difficult. In soma case, as will appear 

presently, we have actually calculated with the "mixed model." 

An iraportant aspect of both the :iLxed and the fully-enriched reactors is 

that the effects of burn-up must be considered. At intervals, spent fuel ele

ments will be removed from the interior of the reactor core and fresh elements 

introduced at the surface of tho core. In effect, there will be a quasi-

continuous movement of fuel through the reactor core, and a marked variation 

of k ̂  from point to point. For a flow in which fuel effectively moves from 

the outer, plenum faces in toward the gap, where it is removed, the region 

near the central cooling gap will possess lower reactivity than the region 

near the core faces. Since, in a large, graphite-moderated reactor the ther

mal flux will peak appreciably in regions where reactivity is peaked**, wo may 

^Briefly, because tho average distance travelled ly a neutron from birth to 
thermal absorption is siuall coapar«d witl̂i the size of the reactor. 
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expect the thermal flux distribution along tho axis of the cylindrical core 

to bo flatter than the usual cosine distribution. This observation is borne 

out by the results of a one-group diffusion theoiy calculation, and flux dis

tributions for tho enriched reactor, for various values of fuel burn-up arc 

shown in Fig. 3. These refer, of course, to a condition of steady-state op

eration. When the core of the mixed reactor is loaded with unburnt fuel, its 

initial flux distribution will havo the cosine shape* At the steady-state 

situation, tho axial distribution in tho enriched core will vary with radial 

coordinate, changing from a shape at r > 0 close to that for a fully enriched 

to a shape closer to "cosine" at the edge of the enriched core* The axial 

distribution ovor most of the natural-U region will bo of cosine-type. 

Accurate calculations for tlio mixed reactor aro necessary to dotormino 

tho critical dimensions of tho system, and tho flux and power distributions 

to be expectod at initial-loading conditions. Tho two reactive regions must 

be sufficiently isolated from one another so that the heat production rate 

in the natural-U elements does not exceed the present value. An examination 

of tho flux and power distributions in such a system under various conditions 

is in progress. The calculations are based on two-group diffusion theory. 

An important poroaoter in the porformonco of the mixed and enriched 

reactors is the lifotimo of a fuol rod in, soy, tho central channel of tho 

enriched region. For the onrichod reactor, one can shown that the above 

lifetime is T = 5O.9 ̂  , where 6 is the fractional burn-up of tho fuel at 
W 

removal, W is the reactor power level, in megawatts, and x, tho lifetime, 

is given in years of operating timo* Some numerical rosults aro, for 20 J>iW 

operation: ^ t 

(burn-UP) (lifotimo) 
0.40 1.02 yr 
0.30 0,76 yr 
0.20 0.51 yr 
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When tho enriched roactor is in steady-stato operation, we shall observe 

a non-uniform distribution of fuel nuclei in the core* Consoquently, the dis

tribution of power density will bo different from tho distribution of neutron 

flux* In fact, since there will bo greater thermal flux in regions of greater 

fuol density, tho power curve will deviate from cosine-form oven uioro than tho 

flux curve willy as can be seen from Fig* 4. For tho loading scheme in which 

fresh fuel movos toward the center of the reactor core, we observe that the 

region of maximum heat production is located at a considerable distance from 

the gap. Since it is at the gap that the cooling air enters, we ore, in the 

enriched case, at a kind of "geometrical disadvantage" relative to the present 

schoiiiQ. This loss in cooling efficiency is a luajor factor working against the 

aohiovoaent of still higher flux values, or still lowor operating tomporaturos* 

IV. Controls.Kinetic Behavior 

The control rod system consists of 16 rods in two sets of 8 rods oach. 

Each rod is made of 1,75 porcont boron stool and has a square cross-section 

of 4 sq, in. One set of rods enters the pilo near tho southeast comer and 

extends northwest for a distance of 25*5 ft. when fully inserted. Tho rods 

lie in horizontal planes 2 ft. and 6 ft* above and below tho median horizontal 

plane* In oach of tho planes thoro .-ire 2 rods extending diagonally, oach rod 

situated 2 ft. from tho long diagonal. The second sot of 8 rods is symmetric 

with tho first set, ontoring near tho southwest corner and running northeast, 

again in horizontal planes through tho roactor. Two rods ore usod ns regu

lating rods, tho other I4 as shim or safety rods. In addition to the rod 

system there ore four wells into which boron shot can be dumpod mochanically, 

as an emergency safety devico. 

Closely linked with the control rod system aro the electromechanical 
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systems that indicate reactor period, power level, fuel, Moderator and air 

temperature, etc. The systei-\is now in use are either those described in BNL-

18 or improved versions thereof. 

The reactor is equipped with a set of period-measiiring devices which looy 

be set so as to shut down the reactor if a period stiorter than a prescribed 

miniaum is reached. Tho minimum period may be elected from the range 1-20 

seconds and is presently set at 6 seconds* Three of tliese devices are ar

ranged in parallel and a coincidence of signals from two out of three will 

initiate a shutdown* The system of period meters Is a full-time sensing de

vice; it is no;̂  locked out when tho reactor achieves full power* 

In addition, tlaoro is a set of circuits whose "sensing" portion is an 

ionization chamber designed to taensuro reactor power level* Again, a ooinoi-

denoe of signals from two out of three circuits will cause allcf the control 

rods to be sL'Aultanoously inserted. Shutdown signals are generated when the 

pile power exceeds a maximum value generally chosen to be 10 percent In excess 

of tho operating level. Finally, there ore some fifty additional "trips" des

cribed in detail in BNL-18, which cause the reactor to be sliut down if any of 

a number of operating paroioeters deviate sufficiently from required values* 

In all cases, the time interval between tho sensing of the danger and the full 

insertion of tho control rods is dictated by the acceleration and travel times 

of the rods* 

Boforo tho transition to a reactor fully fueled by enriched uranium is 

completed, improved safety devices responding to a combination of a power 

level and period will bo installed* The new devices comprise three safety 

channels which sense roactor power and reactor period independently. Each 

channel has a "scraia" trip. In each, the condition for a "scram" is: 
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where n • oxisting power 

n« • power for a "scram" trip at infinite period 

t •• existing period 

t' > period for a scram trip at zero power 

It will bo seen that tho period necessaxy to require a trip depends on 

the existing power, lengthening as the power rises* A "sorou" trip in a 

given channel will result in a reactor "scran" only if the corresponding 

trip occurs sinultanoously in at least ono other channel* 

The change in reactivity produced by thj control rods, when they are 

fully inserted, was calculated for the present BNL roactor by neens of the 

method introduced by J* A. Wheeler. In this manner^ bk was found to be 

0.0435* During the years of operation that have followed these design cal

culations, observations have demonstrated the accuracy of the theoretical 

estimate* Siailar caloulatlonol techniques have been applied to the ooo-

pletoly onrichod reactor, end it is found that Sk - Q.l4d at fuU, insertion* 

Tho throo-fold increase in the effectiveness of tho control rods might be 

predicted by quolltatlve considerations; M^, the migration oroa for neutronsi 

is ali.iost three times as great in the fully enriched reactor as it is in tho 

present one* Consequently, a given control rod or poison "controls" a propor

tionately greater volume of the reactor* In particular, tho esergenc^ con

trols - the boron shot system - has its control value increased from 0*007 

to 0.018. 

In the mixed roactor, we intend to replace the fuel in some three dosen 

central channels out of a total of 670 with highly enriched material. In 

the actual loading operation we shall first unload aor^ than the required 
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number of channels, and then load the enriched naterial, until the reactor 

roaches oriticality at very low power level. Considerably fewer than throe 

dozen enriched channels will be required. Only after a number of studies have 

been made of the physics of tlais ensemble will moro onrichod material be 

added and the reactor gradually brought up to operating power. Crlticality 

will be achieved through the replacement of rods of natural uranium and through 

the withdrawal of control rods* This will be done in such a manner that at 

no tine will the total reactivity present in the roactor core bo significantly 

greater than that in the present BNL reactor nor will the flux in the nearest 

channels containing natural-U slugs be permitted to rise above its present 

value. In the critical state, then, tho enriched core will be surrounded by 

an annular region devoid of uranium. 

A more quantitative idea of tho effect of the enriched core on the time 

behavior of the reactor is given 1:̂  the extromo case in wliich ono blindly sub

stitutes enriched fuel for natural fuel in 36 channels, with control rods ad

justed so that the natural-U reactor is just critical* The substitution brings 

the reactor beyond prompt critical, and the rising period may be calculated 

from a 8ii:$)le one-group diffusion tlneoretic model of reactor kinetics in 

which the influence of delayed neutrons is neglected. The period is found 

to bo 0.12 seconds; the same period would result if an overall increase in 

^off °^ about 2 percent wore made in tho present reactor. This is of the 

order of the excess reactivity built into the present reactor for the purpose 

of counteracting temperature, xenon, etc. 

In the completely enriched reactor kinetic control problems require care

ful attention because of tho small heat capacity of the aluminum fuel plates. 

The details of tho control rod system are given in BNL-18; we shall repeat 
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here that at shut-down the control rods accelerate into the reactor and reach 

their maximum velocity of 5*5 foet per second in 0.5 seconds* In this period 

of time they have moved 1*4 feet. Their total range of noveuent is 25*5 foot* 

When cockletely withdrawn the rods must traverse a distance of 3*5 foot before 

encountering a region where there is significant theroal neutron flux* 

Before initiating an analysis of start-up and shut-down kinetics, ono 

should examine the following chart which^ in comparing tho present and tho 

fully enriched reactors demonstrates how difficult it is to get extrenely 

short periods in the latter case, by an reasonable kind of accident* 

Present 'Enriched 
K Period. Period" 

0*5 percent i*^ 180 ih) 3*4 sec 5*6 sec 

1*0 percent {•" 360 ih) 0*46 sec 1*4 sec 

2.0 porcont (~ 720 ih) 0.12 soc O.45 sec 

4*0 percent (Borax Caso) 0.2 sec 

Tho last case (4 percent) is to be compared with the Borax experinonts 

in which a period of 0.002 sec was obtained* 

Tho first kinetic situation to be analyzed involves a start-up in which 

the control rods aro withdrawn one by one so that there is a unifom increase 

of reactivity with time. If tho roactor is equipped with an automatic control 

devico which will shut-down the reactor when a critical power level is reached, 

and only this devico halts a runaway, there is a minimum period that we can 

tolerate at automatic shut-down without molting our fuel olemonts while bring

ing the roactor back under control. 

In comparing the enriched reactor with the present ono, we observe first 

that the control rods in the enriched system aro "worth" more than in the 

natural-U pile, tho ratios of the Sk's controlled (O.I48 vs. O.O435) being 
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approximately equal to tho ratios of the noutron lifetimes in the two systems. 

Also, in the simplest picture of reactor kinetics - which is a good approxima

tion in our case, where large reactivity changes are involved - the fractional 

change in neutron density in unit tine is given by tho reactivity change di

vided by the noutron lifetime. Thus, if we withdraw tho rods from their fully-

inserted positions at the somo rate in both cases we got identical rates of 

increase of flux* The natural-U reactor will reach critical power sooner thon 

tho onrichod system because it contains a greater density of u235 atoms. When 

the onrichod reactor reaches the same power, at a later tine and at a higher 

flux level, its flux is increasing with a significantly shorter period* 

Tho simplest quantitative study, based on tho above considerations gives 

the Newson relation: 

-.1/2 

2r ln(ng/no) 

for tho roactor period at autoiiwitic shutdown (Xg) in terms of noutron lifetime 

(T), average rate of change of reactivity (r) and ratio of shut-off to initial 

densities Ug/n^. To achiovo tho some period at shutdown in the enriched reactor 

as in tho present ono, wo must rostrict ourselvos to slower withdrawal rates. 

In particular, a moro precise calculation gives: 

Prosont Reactor Enriched Reactor 
Withdrawal Period '̂ 'ithdrawal Period 
(ft/sec) (sec) (ft/sec) (sec) 

'̂s 

1*0 
0.2 

0.7 
3.1 
— 
— 

. . . 

0.1 
0.05 

— 

2.8 
5.2 

for tho period at 30 megawatt automatic shut-down. 

Tho effect of tho automatic shut-down upon the fuol elements depends upon 

the disposition of tho sixteen rods at that critical timo as well as upon the 
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nature of tho fuol plates thomsolvos. In tho original analysis of tho control 

system for the prosont roactor, calculations were mado for tho case in which, 

as the reactor reached the powor level that initiated automatic shut-down, the 

controls rods wore all completely out of tho core. It was found that for an 

initial withdrawal rate of 1 ft/sec on overload of 30 times tho rated power 

lovol dovolopod before tho roactor was finally reduced to zero powor. It was 

found that the overload could bo significantly reduced - so that tho temporaturo 

of the central U-slugs roso no more than 25°C - by maintaining tho shim control 

rods at half-way out positions during tho startup. 

Similar calculations havo boon made for the fully onrichod roactor. They 

indicate that if tho reactur hits its critical powor at a time when all rods 

aro complotely withdrawn, tho aluminum fuel plates ore in grave danger of 

melting during tho ensuing shut-down. The critical poriod at autonatic shut

down is in this case 0.6 seconds. However, if we permit the rods to begin 

thoir shutdown motion from a position advanced somo 3*5 foot from oonplote 

withdrawal, placing thoii at the extrapolated zero point for tho flux distribu

tion, the amount of heat dissipated in tho fuol plates during shut-down is re

duced by a factor of two. It might bo added that under tho adiabatio condi

tions assumed throughout those calculations, about 28 seconds of power gen

erated at 20 MW is required to molt the aluminum platos. 

In sum we can state that if rod withdrawal rates are kept below soy 0,3 

ft/sec in the onriched roactor during startup, there is practically no chance 

that an accident involving the molting of fuel platos will occur. Plans have 

already boon agreed upon to alter the mechanism for withdrawal of control rods 

so that tho withdrawal speed will be fixed at 0.1 feet/sec. When the altera

tions are complete it will bo impossible for the rod speed to bo changed withr 

out making a major cliango in the driving mochanlsm. A withdrawal speed of 0.1 
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feet/sec. corresponds to a period of 2,5-3.0 sec at 30 nogawatts automatic 

shutdown. In addition, it is our intention not to withdraw control rods 

fully, but only to the advanced position mentioned above. 

The mixed reactor will bo characterized by a relation between period at 

shut-down and withdrawal rate that is quite similar to that of tho present 

roactor* Essentially, tho difforenco lies in a slightly higher statistical 

wqighting of the central region for control piirposos. There S£s, aluninum fuel 

plates of low boat capacity prosont, however, and this imposes a lower bound 

upon allowable periods. Although maximum powor density in the enriched portion 

of tho mixed roactor is less than what it would be in the onriched reactor, 

we may use tho same criterion of 0.6 second periods, and rostrict ourselves 

to withdrawal rates loss than, soy O.5 feot/socond in tho mixed systoa. Those 

rates nay bo obtained with tho prosont control-drive mochonlsn* 

In all of this discussion wo have assunod that only a single safoty de

vice - the trip at critical power - is operative* Actually tho trip at criti

cal period will give additional insurance against runaways. 

It has boon suggested that the use of steel-clad, sandwich-type plates 

would, because of the greater heat capacity of the plates, reduce the possi

bility of molting fuol elements during an overshoot. Calculations have 

shown, however, that for oquivalont amounts of parasitic absorption (poison

ing) no improvement in heat capacity is obtained. Tho dusirod increase can 

only bo obtained at tho cost of adding fuol to the system, which carries with 

it the disadvantages of greater powor to be dissipatod, shorter noutron 

gonoration timo, etc* 

No serious or unusual problems arise in tho study of the shut-down kinot-

ics of tho onrichod roactor. One can find in BNL-18 a full and quantitative 
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discussion of tho bohavior of the prosent, natural-U reactor during shut-down. 

In cases where there is concern over the behavior of the fuel eleuent under 

teaperature cycling (see ahead) it is desirable to reduce tho pile power at 

shut-down in a gradual uannor* When tho present reactor is shut down, tho 

uetal tonporature is reduced lêt tho rate of 2 /uinuto under full oooling un

til a tcjuperature of about 100°C is reached, when power and cooling ore reduced 

sharply. A sinilar schoue will be developed for the enriched reactor* 

When, at shut-down, tho nr.tural-U reactor is in a suboritiool state, there 

is a detectable thomal neutron background, due to spontaneous fission in V^^ 

and its uultiplication by the lattice* Since this aininuu lovol is peroopti-

ble to the pilo operator, ho will have knowledge of the flux level during all 

phases of the start-up operationt It is estinated that with the renovol of 

238 V t tho shut-down counting rate will drop by a factor of *%- 1500. In order 

to presuirve thu rate and bo protected fron the possible occurrence, unknown 

to the operator, of short periods at low power level, a suitable neutron 

source will be p&ruanently placed in tho reactor core. We estlnate that 

enough Antiuony 124 &DCI Bozylliua to produce about one curie of activity 

(Yin) will bo adequate. Tho Sb^^-Bo source is discussed in Reforenoo 4. 

Tho overall teuperature coefficient of reactivity for tho fully enriched 

reactor is negative, and equal to -9 x 10"^ per °C (-3*5 ih per ^'C). It is, 

bocause of tho greater possibility for neutron leakage, i;iore negative than 

in the prosent reactor. 

In changing fron a natural to an enriched reactor, a considerable anount 

of U^^° is ronovod fron tho syston. Thus, our enriched systen no lonjjw pos

sesses the tenperature coefficient associated with the resonance absorption 
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of neutrons. This "prompt" coefficient, dopondont only upon tho notal ton-

poraturo, was about -2.0 x 10"^ °/C« i ^ 0»77 ih por °C.) ItB significance 

may be judged by tho fact that, roughly, an excursion of about 1000°C in fuel 

elenont teraperature would be required before the pronpt coefficient could bring 

under control a roactor suddenly graced by 2 percent of excess k. Or, if the 

operating notal tenperature were >^J 300 C, and one asks what is the Uioxinun Sk 

that could be controlled by the pronpt coefficient without our aielting aluni-

num fuel eluiuents in tho process, one sees that this is only about 0.6-0.7 

percent in k. This excess reactivity would produce a period of about 2*5 soo 

in tho enriched reactor* 

In judging whether a particular roactor will tend to "runaway" or prove 

unstable during normal operational procedures, ono iiiust consider the uany 

factors that influence stability. In converting fron a natural-U to an en

riched reactor, we lose pronpt tonporature coofflciont, but gain in having 

a longer neutron lifotine. Wo bollevo that tho onrichod roactor to be no noro 

hazardous than tho prosont roactor, and wo would rofor tho reader to tho 

safety record of tho Roactor Oporations Division at BNL. 

A quantitative estinate has boon nado of the onount of U^^° that would 

have to be replaced in our enriched plates - either by distributing it uni-

fomly throughout, or by surrounding the element with a thin foil - in order 

to rostore the pronpt coefficient. We find that in order to obtain an ap

preciable fraction of our prosent coefficient, a large aaiount of U^^o would 

havo to be added. Specifically, the addition of 2^0 gn of U ^ to a two-foot 

fuel elonent containing 15 gn of enriched uraniua would restore only about 

one-quarter of the pronpt coefficient. Certainly, the addition of so large 

a quantity of what is ossontially a poison would prevent us fron achieving 
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our goal, a significantly increased flux level, and would change completely 

the characteristics uf the fuel element we use. 

Tho barometric coefficient, due to the absorption of neutrons ty nitrogen 

atoms results in a change in k whenever there is a change in the density of 

air in the reactor core. The density change night be produced by a change 

in tenperaturo whilo tho air pressure distribution in the roactor is main

tained, or by a change in air pressure whilo the roactor is at operating 

-5 
power. Tho coefficient due to tonporature chango is approxinatoly +6.5 x 10 

por °C (2.5 ih per °G) at an air temperature of 150°C. The coefficient 

varies inversely as temperature. The coefficient for pressure change is 

about -3.8 X 10"5 por ntu.Hg. (I.5 ih p»r nn.Hg.) at 740 itm.Hg. The tenpera

ture portion of the coefficient is generally lun,ped in with the graphite 

coefficient and responds slowly to a change in, say, pilo power. The pressure 

coefficient would play an inportant role if there wore a sudden failure of 

the cooling fans. In this case, the increase in the density of nitrogen ap

pears in a small fraction of a second, and a gk of about -0.001 (4O ih) cor

responding to a negative period of 60 seconds would be the innediate result. 

In tine, the air in the channels would be heated sufficiently so that the 

positive air tonporature coefficient would cause the reactor to return to 

equilibrium, and then becouo super critical. 

VI. Tho Fuol Elonent3 

The fuol plates described in the Introduction havo been used successfully 

in tho ̂ JTR, at an operating teuperature of about 60°C. Since we plan to uso 

then at tenperatures as high as 350 C a conpleto tost program was devised and 

initiated in the winter of 1955 to invostigate their behavior under conditions 

as sinilar to operating conditions as we could nake then. To specify some 
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experimonts, the elements wore studied for their mechanical behavior in on 

air stream, their heat transfer proportios, their behavior under long periods 

of irradiation, severe radiation damage, and tenperature cycling. Those ex

periments will be described below, in greater detail. Tho 36-channel loading 

wo propose, now, is a natural continuation of the testing program. 

A. Aorodynonic Tests 

In their normal position in an unorificed channel, new fuel elements will 

be subject to a thrust of approximately 1-1/2 pounds, exerted by the cooling 

air. A systen of alvininun anchors has been designed to hold the elements in 

place while pernitting a maximum flow uf air. Under these conditions no mo

tion of the olouonts has been observed. 

Since the BNL reactor has a central gap, through which the cooling air 

is introduced, the possibility that a two foot long fuol element will bridge 

the gap and interfere with the air-flow must bo considered. Tho procedure 

for moving fuel through the reactor was designed to insure against this pos

sibility (see below)J in addition, tho air-flow is from gap to plenum, and it 

is dear that tho chance for bridging tho gap is small. Should an element pro

trude into, or cross tho gap, our tests show that tho high air velocity per

pendicular to the element will not cause it to flutter. The design of the 

elenent insures that the channel involved will not be starved for air. 

B. Thermal Testing 

Considerable time was spent in establishing tho heat transfer character

istics of tho now fuel elements. Experiments were performed with electrical 

heat sources in a mock-up of a ruactor coll and the results were adjusted to 

fit data obtained from measurements made on reactive eleiaents inserted into 

the present core. In both cases power and tomporaturo distributions were 

obtained. 
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A nuiiiber of sandwich fuel jilates were exposed for long periods of time at 

temperatures of 350, 4OO, and 4.50°C in static air to study their behavior unr 

der these conditions. Several of these plates were sectioned to expose the 

core material to the hot air. 

Examination of these plates after I3OOO huurs exposure at these teapera

ture conditions indicated thatt 

1. ho pimpling, buckling, or separation of core from clad h&d 

occurred. 

2. No significant change in length had occurred 

3. No mecisurable weight gain hnd occurred. 

4. No 3iigration of core moterial to surface of plate htd occurred. 

5. No exfoliation or powdering of the core material occurred on 

the plates in which the core was exposed. In fact, the core 

was outlined by a thin adherent oxide film. 

Several complete elements in which the end rings were welded sec\irely in 

place failed mechanically after temperatiu'e cycling 4I7 tines between tempera

tures of 420 and 270°C. The failure was in the form of bent plates and rup

tured end rings and was probably due to the thermal expansion stresses caused 

by uneven heating and oooling of the elements. 

The end ring joints have now been aodified to allow for the differential 

expansion. These elements have been cycled 720 tines between 420 und 270°C 

(one minute cooling tiaoj and 275 times between 4OO and 40"C. iMu adverse ef

fects of thermal cycling have been observed in these modified elements. 

C. In-Pile Tests 

In July of 1955, nine highly reactive two foot elements, three of which 

contained 5I ga. of enriched U, and six 39 gn. were inserted into channels in 
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the present reactor* Three 51 gja eleaents and three 39 ĝ A eleaients were 

placed in hlghrflux channels ( 92 percent of naxiuuu flux^ and the last 

group of three 39 ga eleaents was placed in a channel with a flux of about 

% percent of racxinun. The 51 gn. elenents, containing over three times the 

uraniua hold by the ones we proposei wore chosen so as to have c fission rate 

in the present pile flux close to that expected in the enriched reactor. 

Since, for a givon fractional burn-up, wo have produced 51/15 and 39/15 tiues 

as nany fissions in a given volune elenont of these plates as we would in nor-

nal plates, wo nay expect that fission-induced doucgo to the microstructure 

will be scaled up aooordinglyt 

In ordor to calculate burn-up with some noourooyi absolute thorueil flux 

beasureiaents were nade olong the test-channels. Touperature distributions 

&long the plates were olso obtained und it was found that some of the 51 gn* 

plates ran to teaperatures as high as 4,20^0. To our knowledge, this is the 

first tlue thot MTR-type eleuents hLve been used at such toa^eratures* 

it, seriuus problem associated with uperating such fuel eleiaonts at high 

temperature until high burn-up is achieved, is that of the diffusion of fis

sion products tlirough the aluDinua matrix ioatericl. If diffusion is rapid, 

a clustering of fission product gases around iiipuritios, or nicro-fissures 

nay result. This, in turn, w^uld lead to blistering* Also assooiatbd with 

this diffusion is tho possibility thnt fission products aoy penetrcte through 

the cladding nt these tenpercturos end be carried off by the cooling gas* 

Serious radioactive contoninntion W0uld bo the result* 

Throe enriched elenents (39 grcns of U^^5) vere discharged on Decenber 10, 

1955 and exouined in the canal after they had been in channel B-0-4,-S for five 

and one-half months. This exposure represents 5-1/2 percent bxirn-up of the 
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fuel or 14. pereont uf fission products in a regular onriohed fuel eleuentt 

No observable pitting, blistering, or surface defects were obsez^ed on the 

fuel plates. Sone of then were slightly warped but this effect can be at

tributed to handling. 

The support rings at each end of the plates usually had ^ne or two 

cracked joints where the ring was brazed to a plate. However, every ring 

seoiuod to be flraly held in place by the renaining Joints so that no danger 

existed that the element would ooxae apart* This type of Joint has been changed 

in a later design to allevicte the condition by dove-tailing a ring with slots 

into plate sluts at the end of each eleaent. The plate slot is then partially 

closed so the ring has freedou of uoti^n but is prevented frou slipping ^ut of 

position* This fk'eedoa of noveaent prevents buildup of stress in the bent 

plates* 

If, during the tine thot the test elenents were in the reactor, a serious 

discharge of radioactivity either in the fom of porticulate natter or gas hod 

occurred, it Would have been noticed* The aluninun anchors located In the test 

channel, downstroan uf the elenents, were sneared to tost for rcdipactivo duet; 

the results were negr.tive. There wes also no unusual change in the activity 

of the dust reiOoved fron the cooling cir by the Glnstex filter. (See BNL-18, 

p.82, fur a description of this systea.) Gaseous activity is monitored by 

sending a portion of the exit air through an ionization choaber. There is a 

constant sit;nal frou the châ jber owing to tho decay of radioactive Argon-̂ l̂ 

that is produced during noraal operation (see below)* A change of about 2 per

cent or aore in this quantity can be detected, but t.t no tine in the year of 

testing the none super-reactive eleuents has there been any indication that 

gaseous fission products were escaping frou theu* 
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The "test" Just described is crude, and sets a large upper linit in the 

eunount of gaseous fission products that eight be liberated into the atnt̂ s-

jdiere by fuel 'elements in the eoupletely-enriohed reactor* The following ex-

perinent, not yet completed, yields a uuch better estiuate* 

uTK-type fuel plates, containing naturtl- instead of enriohed-U were ir

radiated by a neutron flux of 10^^ ̂ ^ ^ j ^ JJJJL reactor, while they were aiain-

tained at a teî perature of 350^C* Tank heliuu was blown over the samples and 

then passed through a trap intg which the gaseous fission products would con

dense* Ve find that durlag the initial ten days of irradiation, the anount 

of gaseous fission product collected in tho trap is the seue whether the fuel 

eleaent is present in the systeu or not* Studies of the decay jf these pro

ducts indicate that 9 hr Xe^^ and 5 day Xe^^ are present, along with other 

long-lived but as yet unidentified oonponents* 

We suspect that the background of fission product activity is due to the 

fission of uraniua that is known to be present as an impurity in the aluuinuu 

out of which the systen*B container is roade. The fact that no fission products 

originating in the elenont are seen is consistent with the estinate, based on 

an approximate value for the diffusion coefficient in aluninun, that yany weoks 

should be required fur the density of fission products to rise to on equili-

briun value in the sandwich elenont* Theoretical analysis shows also that the 

fraction escaping depends sensitively upon the thickness of tho cladding, and 

the product of diffusion coefficient and dec£^ tine. Indeed, a decrease in 

mean life by a factor of two cuts the escape probability by a factor of 1000. 

This nay be dine of the reasons - apart fron a lower fission yield - why e.g. 

8«f 
U*3 hr Kr •' will not be seen. 

h. siuilar experinent, in which 0.020 in. Al-clad sandwich-type elenents 

wore first irrc.Jit.ted at OKNL and later heated in the laboratory was perfumed 
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at North Caroline State College^^'. Data indicated that 2^ hours of heating 

at tenperatu es in the range 350-'450°C would cause to bo driven off only about 

0.01 percent of the gaseous activity produced ir\ the eleaent. The activity 

obtained was essentially 5 day Xo-'-̂ .̂ If the probability for diffusion out of 

the cladding for an aton of Xe^^^ wore as large as 1*0 percent, we would be dis

charging frou our enriched reactor, at 20 MW operation, about 4 atoas of Xo^^^ 

for each aton of active i^gon-^l. Since the argon is seven tiues as active as 

the xonon, the xenon activity ouitted in this case would Just begin to be sig

nificant relative to the Argon-^l* The case of ikrgoî 4l will be discussed below* 

A somewhat different set of experiuents to study the diffusion uf fission 

product gases will begin shortly. These involve 20 percent burnt MTR-type fuel 

plates that have boon obtained frou ORNL* Since the plates have been "osoling** 

for nore than c year, 10 yr. Krypt:)n should be the only gaseous product loftj 

its rato of enanation will bo studied as a function of eloioont tonporaturo* 

D. Radiation £££^ Molten Eleuents 

if/e have obtained sone infomation regarding the activity of our fuel ele

nents when melted* In one experinent, a sandwich-type plate containing 2*7 go 

o£ doploted-U in its core was irradiated in the BNL reactor for about 24, hours 

and then placed in an out-of-pilo experinontol situation somewhat sinilar to 

the one described above* Here, howover, compressed air was used to sweep tho 

sauple, and on exit air filter was installed uad nonitored to detect ^articu

late activity* The activity in both the gas trap and the air filter was ex-

a'oined as c function of elfauont teaperature. Tho filter activity tended to 

increase steadily LS tho teuperaturti was increased well above the uolting 

point* It appeared th&t at all tluos, tne magnitude of the particle-activity 

was very s.aall coaipared with the gross activity of the fuel-elouent itself* 
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The gaseous activity proved to be too great for the counting oquipaent usedj 

most of it caue off in the first iJLnutes after fusion. 

These results are not inconsistent with personal coununications we have 

received from Oak Ridge scientists who observed that in nelting siuilcr ele

uents, only a very small ̂ orcentage of the storod Xenon (/'V 1 percent) es

capes* If this is true, then the sudden uelting of all the fuel in the en

riched reactor would result in the sudden release of about 22500 curies of 

radioactivity* (See Section VIII*) 

E* Handling £££2s.duCfi £2£ Sflrigfâ d SlSUSEk^ 

Operation .of tho fully enriched reactor will nucessitate the development 

of completely new methods for loading and unloading fuel. In the plenun load

ing scheme, in which fresh fuel laovos fron plenura to gap, the two fuel elenents 

closest to the gap in each half of the re&ctor are discharged at a predetomined 

degree of burn-up. The vacancies created are filled by moving the remaining 

fuel towards the gap and replacing the spent eleaents with two new ones at 

the outer, or plenum end of the loading* 

New handling techniques ore required in this type of operation. Reactor 

fuel accountability and fuel rotation and repiaceaent schedules are also cour 

plicated due to the largo nuabor (A* 5OOO at full loading) of elements involved* 

Mo plan to use a punched-card systea to aalntain fuel rotation schedules 

and accountability. By processing the cards associated with each channel of 

fuel prior to a schedulod shutdown, we will hcvo an automatic indication as to 

which elements are to bo removed* This system should not only minimize the 

amount of labor involved in our operation of this magnitude, but should result 

in luoro efficient accounting as well* 

In the enriched reactor, the discharge and replacement of spent fuel will 

take place nt a faster rate than it does now. This fact, along with the expec-
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tation of higher radiation level frou tho now fuel call fur handling techniques 

that are safe and rapid* k suitable method has boon ovolvud* Protutypo tools 

have been devolopod and the techniques have been tested in a fuel-chrnnol 

iiMck-up. Tho new operation employs a remotely operated push-pull tool which 

can be :.iado to engage or disengage the fuel oleiaonts for tho purpose of getting 

them into a slotted bridge tube* By positioning tho fuel in this tube, tho 

elements which have been selected for disehrjrgo con be dumped into a remotely 

operated trny which can be lowered to the canal chute (see BNL-18)* Further 

manipulation with the push-pull tool enables one to rearrange the fuel to al

low for the charging of new fuel in its proper position. 

The entire charging and discharging oporntion is to be performed from the 

charging elovator and there should be no necessity for removal of the scanner 

slot shield blocks* In addition, a grouted shield plug is to be kept in the 

end of tho bridgo tube which protrudes frou tho south face shield* This plug 

will prevent the pulling of a fuel element onto the charging elevator and should 

also provide the operators with shielding sufficient to attenuate the gamma 

activity of the active fuel to tolerable levels* 

Rigid regulations and procedures relating to the storage of burnt fuel 

in the canal will be necessary, to avoid the possibility of attaining a criti

cal assembly. Specific procedures will bo established after relevant experi

mental studios have been made* These can be initiated only when a sufficient 

quantity of the new elements are at hand* 

VII. Hazards in Normal Operation 

A, Reactgy Shielding 

The ioajor concern here is the shielding of personnel from the high-energy 

X-rays produced when thermal neutrons are captured in an (n,Y) reaction in 
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graphite and in iron present in the shield material. The former source of 

^rays is dependent up,.n both fast and slow leakage flux, while the latter 

depends upon fast leakage alone. It has been found that fur a shielding Con

figuration siioilar to the one we propose, y-rays from (nry) reactions in the 

iron predoiiinato greatly^^'. Since the enriched roactor, operating at lower 

power, will have a Svialler fast leakage flux than the natural-U reactor, the 

present shielding will ensure the maintenance of radiation safety. 

B. Xbfi Pr,̂ duĉ 4op 2£ Argon-Al 

Argon-41, which is radioactive with a 1*8 hr. half-life is produced by 

neutron capture in j»rgon-40, present to about one percent in the atiaosphere 

and hence, in our cooling air. At present, some 20*9 x 10^' radioactive atoms 

are oiuitted daily. To a very good approximation, the number of atoms manu

factured is proportional to the reactor core volume and to the thermal flux 

level. Consequently, in the fully enriched raactor, where the flux level is 

increased by a factor of five, and the core voluiae la ab-̂ ut three-fifths its 

present value we should expect to produce about three tiî es as much argon. 

More precise calculations have been nade and bear out this estimate. Our 

lack of knowledti;e aboUt the diffusion of gases through pores in the graphite 

effectively limits the accut'acy of ûr computations, which should tend to 

overestimate absolute yields. 

The radiation levol on the BNL site is proportional to the production of 

argon, and has been the subject of Considerable study as a function of location 

and meteorological conditions. Under adverse Conditions of occasional occur-

once we now experience exposures of about 3 mrep in a 7-day period at loca

tions at the edge of the laboratory site* Since current policy permits up to 3O 

mrep per week off-site, the now level will be acceptable* On-site peaks in 
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activity will increase frou about 1-3 mrep/hr. Such peaks in thenselves ere 

prubaldy unimportant from a radiation safety point of view* iiooording to the 

best present estimate, onrsite levels for particularly bad weeks aay be in

creased to about 30 mrep per week* This figure is nut quite as aoourato as 

the one for off-site levels* Areas where the expusuree aoy exoeod 30 mrep/wk 

are n.omally designated as radiation areas and personnel nunltoring equlpue&t 

is required* It will be appropriate to improve uur knowledge uf the on-eite 

levels by noasureiaont, as soon as final decisions on tho fully enriched reactor 

are made* 

Tho effect of fission pr-<duct gases upon tho area radiation level during 

normal operation has been discussed* The effects are es^Mtoted to be anall 

relative to that of Argon-lU.. 

The effects of Corbon-Hj produced by neutron capture in graphite, and 

entering the cooling stream as CO or OO2, has been discussed thoroughly in 

BNL-18 (Suppleacnt, pp.74.-78). Tho conclusion drawn there, that the biologi

cal effects of uur production and disso4j.nation jt Corbon-L^ on humane ie quite 

negligible, applies here ae well* 

VIII. Sy,!̂  fygetV]-? PfltfiP^r9Ph49g 

Data on atmjsphoric dissemination of radioactive material, hydrulogioal 

and earthquake data and information regtirding tho aake-up of the area surround

ing the reactor site are contained in BNL-18. \le treat here eooe eituations 

unique to tho onrichod reactor* 

An important aspect of mishaps in the operation of the onrichod reactor 

is tho possibility jf melting tho aluninun fuel elemonts. It is expected that 

the offusi:in of fission-product gases will bo considerably greater than nomol 

when tho fuel is in its molten state. Experimonl^s performed at Oak Ridge indi-
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cato that up in fusion ab.jut 1 percent or less of the fission raro gases present 

in tho elenont is liberated in an hour of heating in a normal atuaosphore. The 

heating carries the element well above its molting point* Of the 1 percent 

release, almost all occurs as the element melts, '"'ore thore nelting iromodiately 

following steady-state 20 W operation, then, some 22,500 curios (3-1/2 timos 

tho daily argon activity) of radioactive rare gases would be sent up the ex

haust stack* Agitation of tho melt would change these figures considerably 

since one woiild expect to have much more gas released; conplete release would 

yield 2*25 x 10" curies. Agitation from "normal" causes would not be expected 

/ O x 

tu occur tujtil one approached the boiling point of aluminum {^^ 2300 C). 

In tho Oak Ridge oxporiments, iodino released from tho molt was also 

identified; it was relecsed to tho extent of 0.01 ~ 0.1 percent* 

Wo must now,consider undor what circumstances molting of the plates may 

be achioved. As mentioned above, 28 seconds of heat generation at 20 MW and 

fidiabatic conditions would be required to molt an element* This is a long time 

indeed. 

A more credible situation is one in which fan power fails while the re

actor is in steady-state operation at, say, 20 MW. Due to the inertia of tho 

heavy flywheels, cooling air will continue to fljw through the reactor for S01.4O 

seconds, and when the fan notion closes entirely, there remains a natural fljw 

of sone 50,000 Ibs/hr. Clearly, thore is no chance of melting the elements 

in such a situation in tho timo noodod for thu fan-powor trip to scram tho pile* 

A loss crodible situation would be one in which the power failure was ac-

companiied by failure of all of tho fourteen independent flywheel-driven hy

draulic systems for rod insertion. Undor these circxinstances, and with ex--

porimentally determined rates for fall-off of air flow, it was calculated 

(see Fig. 5) that almost three minutes of heating is required to melt the 
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plates. This ie cortaihly ample tine for the activation of emergency control 

systens, or the manual insertion of the rods* It should be noted that the 

emission of gaseous fission products varies only slightly with temperature 

at temperatures below the nelting point. One has to flielt the element before 

a significant amount of gas is released. 

It has boon suggested that enriched fuel plate teiuperatures Uiight in

crease - perhaps excessively - in the event of a reactor shutdown which is 

accompanied by a suiSden loss uf primary cooling-air flow* These conditions 

are experienced at least several times a year, particularly on occasions when 

there is an interruption of incoming electrical paver* Convectional air flow 

is maintainod in such cases* 

Wo have temperature data for the super-reactive 39 ^ test elements during 

two such shut-downs. In a typical oaso fuel temperatures dropped ssioothly 

thTOugh about 200'̂ C to a minluuiQ in about throe itdnutos, and then rose by a 

fow degrees. This type of shut-down is, then, by no moans hazardous. 

To return to tho behavior of tho fully enriched reactor when the fuel 

elemonts have boon melted, it is important to consider tho fate of tho molten 

Al-U loixturo. Tests have been ..lado to determine vmdor what conditions tho 

melt will penetrate into pores or cracks in the graphite* These tests indi

cate that tho U-Al alloy can penetrate into ĵ raphito if tho molten fuel is in 

a very good reducing atmosphere and thero is a vacuum on tho other side of the 

slab into which penetration i s desired* In this case, the pressure required 

is s;aall (1/2 - 2 psi) * Howovor, any conditions tht.t cause a monolayer of 

aluminum oxide to be formed will severely hinder penetration and pressures 

greater than 40 psi are required to force the molten fuel into graphite* 

Consequently, sh:;uld an enriched fuel element molt in tho reactor it is 

not expected that any penetration into tho graphite will occur* Since tho 



elements are air-cooled aluminum oxide will be formed, and large pressures 

will be needed for penetration. These pressures are simply not available, 

since the maxiiiUiU pressure tixadiont in the BNL pile is about 1-2 psi. 

The molten fuel will "puddle" in the graphite channels. Since the pro

cess of puddling changes tho shape of Our effective fuel element, iiiaking it 

thicker, thure will be a chanfe,e in thermal utilization. The quantity f, will 

decrease because of the increased self-shielding of the fuel. The correspond

ing decrease in koo may bo calculated; it is found to be aboUt 0.4. percent. 

Were it possible for the molten mixture to diffuse through the graphite, there 

would bo an increase in k̂ o , but in amount much less than 0.4 percent. Thus, 

in the situation where cooling and all controls failed, the melting of the 

elements would shut the reactor down, with a period of about 7 seconds. 

Were molten fuel to run into the gap, it would fall to the floor of the 

reactor structure, thus passing from the core. In this case, there would be a 

definite loss of reactivity with an accelerated shut-down. 

It is also possible, though highly improbable, that some event rd-ght in

terfere with the airflow in a channel, and result in the melting of its ele

ments. The chanao in reactivity would be but a fraction of an inhour and 

might not bo noticed, but the release of -̂  20 curies of gaseous fission pro

ducts certainly would be. As we discussed above, the air monitoring system 

reports deviations of as little as 2 percent from the ndmal discharge rate 

of about 6000 curies per day, i.e., deviations of five curios.'* 

One is generally curious abjut the effect of water upon the behavior of 

the reactor, and assumes that it is not too incredible for that substance to 

find its way into tho core. Water wjuld improve tho moderation of neutrons, 

and thus increase roactivity by decreasing fast leakage. But it also increases 

the parisitic absorption of thermal neutrons, producing a decrease in thermal 
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utilization (which is partially offset by a decrease in thermal leakage). 

One suspects that the parasitic effect is the siuallor, and a numerical cal

culation for small amounts of water boars out that this is so, by a factor 

of ten. This theoretical conclusion is verified by experience; water has 

accidentally found its way into the reactor On several occasions, and its 

effect on roactivity was strongly and unambiguously negative* 

We close this section of the report with a consideration of the "moxinun 

credible accident". We have seen that after a prolonged shut-dawn tho enriched 

reactor possesses about 2*8 percent in excoss reactivity, due to temperature 

and xonon effects* Suppose that at start-up, the rods are withdrawn steadily, 

at thoir iaautablo speed of 0*1 ft/sec. so as to bring thu reactor to full 

power as rapidly as possible* This dangerous operation iooy bo tho roeult of 

a .misunderstanding between soiontist and operator* If so, thero will be auple 

time for its clarification, sinco the onrichod roactor will not become critical 

for 2^ liiinutes. Tho reactor poriod at criticality is in oxooss of 20 sooonds* 

Bofero boooming prompt-critical, the reactir achieves a period of 6 sec

onds at which point the period motor trips sh-iuld initiate a shu't-down* If 

thoBO trips are found to bo inoperative, there is still time to "soron" tho 

reactor by sundry moans, sinco about 4O seconds remain before tho roactor 

reaches the 20 MW power range* At this point tho high-lovol trips w:-uld in

itiate the shut-down and the consequent power Qvorload would n^t be sufficient 

to molt the elemonts. The reactor poriod at automatic power scram is about 

two seconds. 

Let us suppose that the poriod trips wore deliberately olLuinated, and 

that tho high-level (power) trips fail. About eight seconds of tiue must 

elapse after automatic power scram is reached, before the fuel elements molt. 

There is, as wo have mentioned, a significant release of gasoous fission ac-
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tivity at this point. If tho roactor had boon shut down for some days boforo 

start-up, most <af tho 9 hr xonon activity storod in tho elements would have 

decayed. At fusion, then, only Krypton and 5-day xonon would be discharged, 

end in aujunts equal, approxinately, to one percent of thoir oquilibriula 

quantities in steady-state 20 i>IW operation. A simple calculation shows that 

the initial release of gaseous products would be of tho ordor of 10^ curies. 

If/ this activity wore swept up and out through tho reactor exhaust stack, we 

would bo discharging into tho atiacsphoro aK'Ut two-thirds of the daily yield 

of argon-î l* The possibility that tho active gas will seep into tho portion 

of the pile building occupied by personnel is not a likely ono so long as tho 

exhaust fans maintain an opposing gradient in cir pressure. 

The roactor, with its fuel molten, c-ntinuos to rise in power. In the 

case we are considering, tho control rods have net yet boon completely with

drawn, and the rising period is about ono soc^ndi Thoro aro several factors 

that will cause the n-actor to shut down. When tho molten aluminuia has boon 

heated to and boyond its boiling point (2300<̂ C) vaporized aluminum will move 

out from the roactor cire impelled either by its own vapor pressure, or by 

the airflow in the channels. Tho vapor will carry uraniuia atoms (or 1102) with 

it, effectively redistributing the reactor fuel throughout a larger volume, 

thereby depressing the roactivity of tho system. As a quantitative ostimato, 

distribution of our uranium throughout tho 25 foot cubo ^̂ roduces a Sk -̂  10 

percent* 

While the molten fuel is being hoatod, it radiates a considerable amount 

of energy to tho surrounding graphite, iit 2000°, the ^̂ .raphite recoives of tho 

order of 100 megawatts. Since oxidation of graphite is significant at tear 

peratures ^1000*^0, the puddles of molten aluminum may "burn" into the grâ yh-
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ite, perhaps coalesce, with a decrease in overall roactivity. 

When temperatures close to the boiling point of aluninun are reached, there 

should be a considerable increase in the onission of kzTpton end xonon; one 

night got as many as 10 curios releaeod - i.e., all that wore stored in the 

elements* In addition, we should c^neider the activity produced during the 

accident, which nay be estiuated as follows: 

To bring our aluninvin adiabatically to its boiling point, about 10 cal-

20 
orios or 0*75 x 10 fissions are required. This represents the bum-up of 

approxinately one-half gran of U^^5, Since heat will have been loet to air 

and graphite we majr. take as an upper limit, I.50 x 10^^ fissions. This 

yields 5600 curies of 9 hr xenon and 290 curios of 5 day xenon. Fiseion ac

tivity produced during the incident is considerably lose than the aauunt of 

stored activity that is released* 

Surely this incident, in which control rods continue to bo withdrawn, but 

do not respond to shut-down signals, and in which thore is couplote failure 

of instrunontation and personnel, rosonbles nore a uaximun jjjcredible than a 

uoxinun crediblo accident* 

IX. P^r9yftU9P 

The Reactor Department of Brookhavon National Laboratory requests that it 

be pemitted to proceed, by installing a 36-channel loading of enriched fuel, 

in its plan for tho ultir.\ate conversion of the present BNL reactor into a 

completely enriched high-flux roactor* The change will greatly enhance the 

quantity and quality of neutron-physics research done at the Laboratory. 

Studies show that tho onrichod reactor possesses the intrinsic safety of 

a long generation timo, making it almost impossible to obtain short periods 

during operation. Ruptured cartridges and the accompanying release of par-
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ticulate activity will be a thing of the past when tho now elements are in

stalled. The enriched reactor does not possess a negative prompt temperature 

coefficient, and when shut down does possess more (controlled) roactivity than 

we have at present. It is believed nevertheless, that with thou^^tful opera

tion there will be little danger of an accident. 

In the more than five year history of tho operations of the BNL reactor 

there has never been anything resembling an "incident" or vuisofe operating 

condition. The control system has never failed to perform in accordance with 

the design specifications in preventing the ostablishnont of unacceptable con

ditions. The control system imposes an automatic emergency shutdown, "scran", 

whenever any conponont of tho procedures is violated. The violation limits 

are set far from really unsafe conditions, an example being the poriod measur

ing circuits which do not permit periods shorter than six seconds* A history 

of all the scrams which have occurred is prosentod in Figure 6. It is soon 

that thoro were a largo number of shutdowns in tho early days duo to equii> 

ment failure, but that improvements greatly reduced thoir number later. Tho 

most significant aspect of this tabulation is that since January 1952 there 

have boon only two emergency shutdowns which occurred because of violations 

of permissible limits established. It is notable also that there has never 

been a shutdown because of high radiation levels caused by the argon-41 con

stituent in tho air coolant discharged from tho stack. It might further be 

added that tho operating record shows that tho reactor is at high power laore 

than ninety percent of the timo throu£,hout tho five years. It-is hardly noc-

essary to say that tho two supplomontary, manually-activated shutdown systems, 

built into the original design, have never boon used. 

We are proud of our operating record to date, though humble when con

fronted with the problems of reactor safety. Yet we can seo no reason to be

lieve that our safety record would have been much different, had the new fuel 

elements been in use. 
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PEHSCSNNEL fflSTAKES 

"•Error In Operating Procedure 
••Error in Judgnent 
•••Inattention While Near Trip Points 
••Accidental Pushing of ESD Button 
••Short Circui t 

D3UIPMENT FAIUmE 

••Fluctuation or Loss of Coinwerclal 
Power 

••Fluctuation or Loss of AC I n s t r . 
Power 

••Fluctuation of loss of DC Instr* 
Power 

••Fai lure of Air Compressor 
• • f a i l u re of glower Motor 
• • I n s t a b i l i t y or Inaccuracy of I n s t r . 
• • I n s t a b i l i t y or Inaccuracy of Trip 

Point 
••Vacuum Tube Failure 
••Contact Failure 
••Short Circui t 
••Leakage of Oil or Air 
• • f a i l u re of Test Equipment 
• •Loss-of Fixed Poisons 
••tlydraulics Jananed 
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A Time at which hlg^ level trips were improved 
B Time when protective guards were installed over ESD buttons 
C Tim© when E5D circuits were made self-resetting on occasions of false signals. 
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